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sbstRsct

Biofield physiology is proposed as an overarching
descriptor for the electromagnetic, biophotonic, and
other types of spatially-distributed fields that living
systems generate and respond to as integral aspects of
cellular, tissue, and whole organism self-regulation and
organization. Medical physiology, cell biology, and
biophysics provide the framework within which evidence for biofields, their proposed receptors, and functions is presented. As such, biofields can be viewed as
affecting physiological regulatory systems in a manner
that complements the more familiar molecularbased mechanisms. Examples of clinically relevant
biofields are the electrical and magnetic fields generated by arrays of heart cells and neurons that are detected, respectively, as electrocardiograms (ECGs) or magnetocardiograms (MCGs) and electroencephalograms
(EEGs) or magnetoencephalograms (MEGs). At a basic
physiology level, electromagnetic activity of neural
assemblies appears to modulate neuronal synchronization and circadian rhythmicity. Numerous nonneural
electrical fields have been detected and analyzed,
including those arising from patterns of resting membrane potentials that guide development and regeneration, and from slowly-varying transepithelial direct
current fields that initiate cellular responses to tissue
damage. Another biofield phenomenon is the coherent, ultraweak photon emissions (UPE), detected from
cell cultures and from the body surface. A physiological role for biophotons is consistent with observations
that fluctuations in UPE correlate with cerebral blood
flow, cerebral energy metabolism, and EEG activity.
Biofield receptors are reviewed in 3 categories: molecular-level receptors, charge flux sites, and endogenously
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generated electric or electromagnetic fields. In summary, sufficient evidence has accrued to consider biofield physiology as a viable scientific discipline.
Directions for future research are proposed.
IntRedwctIen snd eveRvIew

The impetus to frame a new area of physiology
often arises at the interface of existing fields of inquiry.
As prime examples, neuroendocrinology emerged
when nerve endings in the hypothalamus, near the
base of the brain, were observed to release hormones
that cue the anterior pituitary to regulate an array of
endocrine tissues1; psychoneuroimmunology emerged
when the phenomenon of conditioned immunosuppression was observed and when nerve endings were
discovered adjacent to lymphocytes in secondary lymphoid tissue2; cognitive neuroscience came into its
own when correlates of mental processes began to be
identified by means of increasingly sensitive brain
imaging techniques.3 We suggest that biofield physiology, with its initial focus on the characterization of
endogenous electrical and magnetic fields as indices of
health and illness—eg, via electroencephalography or
magnetoencephalography (EEG and MEG) or electrocardiography and magnetocardiography (ECG and
MCG)—represents another such confluence of disciplines, integrating concepts and information from cell
biology, biophysics, and medical physiology.
Biologically-generated fields (biofields) are a spatially distributed set of forces and physical properties
that have the capacity to encode information and exert
instructive influences on cells and tissues capable of
perceiving and being modified by them.4,5 As such,
biofields complement molecular processes as key contributors to what biophysicist Mae-Wan Ho, PhD,
describes as global coherence—the multilevel integration of diverse biological activities across time and
scale.6 In her view, global coherence—the defining
quality of living organisms—accounts for their most
salient properties such as long-range order and coordination, rapid and efficient energy transfer, and extreme
sensitivity to specific signals.
Although we focus in this paper on fields generated by living systems, there is substantive scientific literature demonstrating that physiological regulatory
systems in humans and animals are also affected by and
even synchronized to environmentally generated fields,
eg, of geomagnetic and solar origin.7-11 Of additional
interest, disruptions in these fields have been observed
to create adverse effects on health and behavior.12 A
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companion paper in this supplement reviews evidence
for the therapeutic use of externally applied electrical
and magnetic fields (see Muehsam, et al, this issue). For
example, a recent Cochrane review concludes that
pulsing electromagnetic field therapy “may offer some
benefit in the treatment of delayed union and nonunion of long bone fractures,”13 a finding supportive of
the US Food and Drug Administration approval of such
therapeutic usage.14
Given that electrical and magnetic fields,15 as well
as biophotons in the full range from ultraviolet to
infrared,16,17 are detected during normal physiological
activity, the question often arises whether such endogenous phenomena are merely epiphenomena of metabolic events or are incompletely understood biological
signaling systems. The present paper explores the evidence for the latter view. We suggest physiological
regulatory systems are affected by biofields in a manner that complements the more familiar molecularbased mechanisms, by which regulatory systems
respond to endogenous biochemical signals and exogenous pharmacological agents.
We begin our article by describing known and
postulated biofields, including how they are generated
and which physiological systems may be affected.
Next, we consider receptor systems that may detect,
integrate, and trigger responses to both biofields and
environmental fields. We conclude by identifying
areas for future research aimed at clarifying form and
function of biofields. Overall, a case will be made that
sufficient evidence has accrued to consider biofield
physiology as a viable, if nascent-stage, scientific discipline that is likely to expand the current biomedical
model of health and disease.
bIeFIelds: FeRM snd FwnctIen

Every region of the body, however superficial or
deep, is crisscrossed with well-studied communication
and regulatory systems, including neural pathways,
blood-borne hormones and exosomes (cell-derived vesicles), and immune surveillance. Yet the existence of
fluctuating endogenously generated electromagnetic
and other fields, which also suffuse all our cells and
comprise an additional rich source of biological information and regulation, remains an underappreciated
aspect of physiology.18,19
Electrical activity, in the form of charge separation,
is a fundamental feature of every living cell. As single
cell and multicellular organisms evolved in a primordial sea, the ability to maintain a low-sodium/highpotassium intracellular milieu, in the face of the highsodium/low-potassium concentrations in sea water,
served as a source of energy to enable uptake of metabolites and discharge of waste products across the cell
surface. Proteins, evolved to serve as specific ion channels and pumps, maintain this ionic gradient (the “resting potential”) between inside and outside of each cell.
But evolution found greater promise for the resting
potential than merely as an energy source for ion pumps
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and crossmembrane transport of molecules. As multicellular organisms evolved, patterns of resting potentials of
cells throughout the body became designated as instructive scaffolding to guide pattern formation and stem cell
behavior during embryogenesis and organ regeneration.20-23 For example, endogenous arrays of bioelectric
potentials are now known to instruct left-right patterning,24-26 eye induction,27 size regulation,28,29 and patterning during complex organ regeneration.30-33 New
tools allow these bioelectric gradients to be directly
observed noninvasively in vivo34,35 and to be specifically
altered to assess effects on intercellular communication
and tissue-level or organ-level outcomes.36,37
Importantly, the molecular mechanisms that couple
changes in bioelectric gradient distribution to downstream transcriptional and epigenetic targets are also
being characterized.27,34,36,38,39
Further, as the advent of multicellular organisms
led to increased cellular specialization, muscle and nervous tissue developed mechanisms to turn their resting
potentials into high-speed action potentials, propagating along the cell surface with frequencies and other
characteristics that encode information.40 Passage of
this information from cell to cell via chemical and electrical synapses expanded the effective area of these
electrical fields. Transmembrane currents in neurons
also produce local electric fields that induce “ephaptic
coupling” (nonsynaptic electrical coupling) between
adjacent axons, which influences the synchronization
and timing of action potential firing in neurons.41 As
further examples, various types of electrical fields—created by either mechanical stress (piezoelectricity) or
streaming potentials—in bone, tendons, skin, and fascia are thought to regulate the functioning of osteocytes
and fibroblasts to adjust the density of supporting tissues in response to loads.42 Also, electric fields generated by the intracellular network of microtubules, centrosomes, and chromosomes appear to play fundamental
roles in regulating the dynamics of mitosis, meiosis, and
a variety of other cellular activities.43
In addition to the high-speed electrical signals
conducted along nerve axons, a second communication network, based in ubiquitous epithelial cells, conducts information as slowly varying direct currents.44,45
The DC fields generated by this system, which spread
across considerable distances, play key roles in recognizing damage and guiding cell migration necessary
for wound healing (especially in skin, heart, and cornea) as well as in regulating the migration of neuronal
path-finding.46-51 Recent research has identified numerous molecular signaling pathways that mediate the
interactions of these bioelectric fields, first described
decades ago,52,53 with the plasma membrane and cytoskeletal mechanisms to facilitate tissue repair.55-59
Although the transepithelial DC fields and the
gradients of resting membrane potentials (Vmem) share
functional similarities, the DC fields are produced only
by epithelial layers in a relatively standardized form,60
while Vmem are generated by all cells in a wide variety
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of patterns.23,36 A further difference lies in the transduction mechanisms of these systems. The Vmem patterns are sensed by a different set of membrane proteins from those that respond to the DC fields.39,61 Cells
use both systems during morphogenesis: the DC fields
set directionality of growth and positional information62-64 and the Vmem gradients control differentiation
and proliferation and establish anatomical identity of
whole regions.23,28,65
Since electric charge in motion, whether along a
wire or a nerve axon, produces a magnetic field in the
surrounding space, this phenomenon represents a further type of biofield. Magnetic fields emanating from
the body, although extremely weak relative to the geomagnetic field of the earth, are readily detected by
superconducting quantum interference device
(SQUID)–based magnetometers.66 Evidence has recently been summarized that nonthermal electromagnetic
fields of amplitude similar to the cardiac field can affect
a wide variety of biological functions, including gene
expression, particularly in stem cells.54
The strongest rhythmic electrical and magnetic
fields in the body are produced by synchronous activity
of heart muscle cells. While the ECG is readily detected
via surface electrodes, the heart’s magnetic field can be
recorded up to several feet from the body surface as an
MCG.67 Magnetic fields produced by the heart appear
to carry information that can also be detected by other
persons or animals.68 An example of the informational
potential (bioeffectiveness) of these heart fields is cardiac-induced entrainment, or frequency locking,
detected when the R-waves of one subject’s ECG
become precisely synchronized with the onset of EEG
alpha waves of another subject at a distance of up to 5
feet.69 Heart fields may also encode psychoemotional
information, as indicated by the 75% accuracy rate in
detecting discrete emotional states from patterns of
heart rate variability.70
The electrical and magnetic fields generated by the
composite activity of thousands of brain cells are
detected as an EEG and MEG, respectively. At a functional level, the electromagnetic activity of neural
assemblies has been proposed to modulate neuron
synchronization71 and circadian rhythmicity72 and to
underlie the computational and cognitive processes of
the brain.73,74 More specifically, weak sinusoidal electric fields appear to enhance and entrain physiological
neocortical network activity.75 Thus, in a feedback
loop, the local fields help to synchronize the neural
network that generates them.
Another type of biofield phenomenon is the coherent, ultraweak photon emissions (UPE), detected from
cell cultures and from the body surface.16,76,77 Since the
initial observations of UPE or biophotons were detected from inflammation-producing reactive oxygen species, the level of these emissions has been explored as a
noninvasive marker of “metabolic stress” and a measure of overall health.17 More broadly, such UPE,
instead of being considered as metabolic epiphenome-
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na, may serve important physiological roles.
A role for ultraweak light signaling in normal
physiological regulation is suggested by evidence of
intercellular communication under chemically separated but optically coupled in vitro conditions, eg,
through a thin glass film.78-80 These studies have identified infrared as a primitive source of “cellular vision”
to guide migration and other behaviors.78,81 More
recently, a role for biophotons in neural activity was
based on observations that fluctuations in UPE correlate with cerebral blood flow and cerebral energy
metabolism82 as well as with EEG activity.83 Moreover,
photonic stimulation at one end of a nerve appears to
elicit increased UPE at the other end.84 As a means of
information transfer, biophotons have the advantages
of extremely high speed and the ability to penetrate
into and through cell membranes and organs that
present barriers to the diffusion of molecular signals.
Nonconventional means of UPE-mediated biosignaling include wave propagation within longitudinallyoriented neuronal microtubules85 and passage through
membrane-spanning regions of proteins that may
serve as “light pipes.”86
Considerations of physiological activity of biofields also include resonance signaling, ie, the modulation of cell function by specific electromagnetic frequencies.87 Involvement of nonclassical and quantum
forms of energy5,88 (eg, A-fields and scalar waves89) has
not been explored to the same level of rigorous detail as
the bioelectric gradients and fields discussed above,
and physiological roles for such phenomena have not
yet been demonstrated. (See the article “Biofield
Science: Current Physics Perspectives” in this
Supplement for a more extensive discussion of nonclassical and quantum forms of energy.)
bIeFIeld RecePteR sYsteMs

A further challenge for framing a physiology of
biofields is to identify endogenous receptor systems
that detect electromagnetic or other types of fields and
trigger responses to these nonmolecular stimuli. While
the concept of receptor brings to mind the conformational matching invoked to characterize receptormediated responses to hormones and drugs, biofield
reception may be better described by phenomena from
physics, such as resonance and impedance matching,
based on tuning to signal frequencies. As previously
proposed, 3 overlapping categories of biofield receptors
can be considered: molecular-level receptors, charge
flux sites, and endogenously generated electric or electromagnetic fields.90,91
An important series of studies on cultured cells
identified 2 examples of the first type of receptor
sites—deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and the cell membrane—at which exogenous electromagnetic signals
exert specific biological effects.92,93 Just as steroid hormones upregulate transcription of particular genes by
binding to hormone response elements of DNA, so do
low-frequency (<300 Hz) electromagnetic fields appear
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to increase transcription of select genes by acting at
upstream regions of DNA designated as electromagnetic response elements (EMRE).94 Deletion of the EMRE
eliminates the ability of the applied electromagnetic
field to regulate the target genes, while other genes can
be converted from electromagnetic nonresponders to
responders by inserting the EMRE at upstream regions.
Similar electromagnetic fields, as demonstrated by the
same researchers, appear to increase the activity of several membrane-bound enzymes.93
Charge flux sites, the second type of receptor as
exemplified by the perturbation of transmembrane
calcium fluxes, have been proposed as a generic mechanism by which weak electromagnetic fields affect biological systems.95,96 If voltage sensitivity of calcium ion
(Ca2+) channels facilitates the targeting of these sites by
electromagnetic fields, voltage-modulated channels for
other ions should also be tested as potential target
sites. Low-frequency electromagnetic fields have also
been proposed to interact with DNA by accelerating
the movement of electrons within the helical arrays of
base pairs.97 Changes in charge separation in small
DNA regions occur during aggregation, so that interactions may be more pronounced in specific active segments of DNA.93
While ion channels and ion pumps have major
roles in establishing the resting potential of an individual cell, it is gap junctions, the specialized electrical
connections between adjacent cells, that allow voltage
and current-mediated signals to be propagated across
groups of cells.98 In this manner, spatiotemporal patterns of resting potentials arise to provide bioelectrical
guidance during tissue development, regeneration, and
cancer suppression.20,23,99 Although it is not yet apparent that applied weak electromagnetic fields can alter
resting potentials, let alone affect multicellular patterns
of membrane voltage, applied weak electrical currents
do appear to induce regeneration of adult frog limbs.
These exogenously applied currents are comparable in
direction and density to the outward electrical currents
detected from regenerating amphibian limbs, and it is
possible that some of the reported effects of applied
electromagnetic fields are due to modification of endogenous bioelectric gradients.15,100
A final candidate for a receptor system for endogenous and exogenous biofields is a body-wide network
that appears to exhibit all 3 types of potential receptor
sites: molecular, charge flux, and endogenous field.
Unspecialized ‘‘loose’’ connective tissue, often referred
to as fascia, forms a continuous head to toe network
surrounding and permeating all tissues and organs.101
As an extracellular matrix, structured mainly by collagen fibers, fascia provides a supportive and regulatory
framework for all organs of the body as it coordinates
cellular perception and interpretation of mechanical
forces. This extracellular system reaches into the interior of cells via transmembrane bridging molecules
known as integrins, which allow information from the
fascia to modify cell metabolism and genetic activi-
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ty.102 Speculation on the nature of such collagen-signaling focuses on water molecules hydrogen-bonded
along the outer shell of the collagen triple helix, oriented in a manner that supports the rapid jump conduction of protons along the length of the collagen
fibers.103,104 Since collagen structures both conduct
and modify photon pulses emitted from biological
sources,104 it is conceivable that signaling along collagen fibers serves as a surveillance system of endogenous biofield emission to complement the immune
and nervous systems in monitoring tissue health.
Further speculation based on the water-protein
relationship along collagen fibers invokes quantum
coherence, a state that can occur when all water molecules in a particular domain or region are spinning synchronously, emitting spin or torsion waves. Such spin
coherence and quantum coherence enable the collagen
matrix to be ultrasensitive to electromagnetic fields in a
manner that can be frequency selective due to a quantum phenomenon known as the Larmor Precession.105,106
This effect, resulting from the torque of an external magnetic field exerted on the spin of subatomic particles, is
the basis of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).107
Known sensitivities of organisms to extremely
small environmental cues, including visible light and
electromagnetic fields, merit consideration in this
overview of biofield receptors.108 These sensitivities—
which evolved, for example, to locate prey, avoid predators, navigate, and sense changing weather patterns—
often operate at or near limits set by physics. An exemplar is the ability of the retina to detect a single photon
of light,109 which occurs via calcium channel–mediated signal amplification and allows thousands of calcium ions enter a retinal rod in response to an individual
photon.110 The public health debate concerning potentially harmful effects of electromagnetic fields was
influenced for decades by the conventional physics
doctrine that living systems could only be affected by
energy strong enough to cause ionization or heating of
tissues. In contrast, evidence that very weak, nonionizing electromagnetic fields exert biological effects is
well documented,96,111 and the history of the shift
away from the thermal model has been chronicled.112
Finally, German researchers have demonstrated that
individual molecules can act as transmitting and
receiving antennae in the mediation of efficient intermolecular communication via single photons.113
cenclwsIens

Sufficient evidence has accrued to consider biofield physiology as a viable scientific discipline, based
on nonlocal, integrated, information-conveying phenomena as well as on emerging molecular details of
localized biophysical interactions. Endogenously generated pulses of ultraweak photons, electromagnetic
fields directly related to cardiac activity, and patterns of
distributed membrane voltage are varied forms of
physiological activity designated as biofields, each
with established properties and proposed biological
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functions. Several receptor systems have been identified that mediate responses to these biofields. By analogy with the hormones, receptors, and regulatory functions that comprise endocrinology, components of the
biofield physiology framework are in place.
In seeking to define biofield physiology as an area
of research, it is helpful to distinguish it from the existing discipline of bioelectromagnetics and to consider
the 2 approaches as different phases of a continuum. If
bioelectromagnetics is more about defining mechanisms of local interactions, then biofield physiology is
more about understanding the integrated, longer-range
functions within the whole organism: the former more
reductive, the latter more integrative.
Biofield physiology is still at an early stage of formation. While it is incontrovertible that biological systems emit and react to a wide range of energetic influences, we have not achieved a detailed understanding or
mathematical modeling of the essential field aspect of
such interactions (a prerequisite for exploiting their
long-range organizing properties). Moreover, many of
the experimental findings are preliminary, while the
biofields studied are varied in form and cannot yet be
considered as interrelated representatives of a clearly
defined system of biological self-regulation. Further,
much of the research appears guided by existing paradigms of biochemistry and physiology. As one example,
evidence of DNA response elements that respond to
specific electromagnetic frequencies, analogous to DNA
regions responsive to specific hormones, is an important finding. However, biofields may also act in a more
dispersive, nonspecific manner to activate self-regulatory systems that, in turn, stimulate surveillance to detect
the source of tissue imbalance or disease. As future
research is likely to reveal, such imbalances may be
understood via models based on either molecular-level
or biofield-level dysfunction, a perspective that will
further expand diagnostics, treatment options, and our
concepts of physiology.
dIRectIens FeR FwtwRe ResesRcH
Interrelation of endogenous biofields with Major
Physiological systems

While there is broad acceptance that the nervous,
endocrine, immune, and cardiovascular systems are in
continuous intercommunication via electrical and
molecular signals,114 the possibility must also be considered that endogenous biofields act as carriers of
information between these systems. An exemplar is
heart-brain interaction, where several types of cardiacinitiated signals appear to exert sequential effects on
brain activity. Electromagnetic signals from the heart
reach the brain in a relatively instantaneous manner,
followed first by a range of neural signals arriving in
millisecond timeframes and subsequently by pressure
waves and hormonal signals arriving with delays of
seconds.68 In general, different types of signals mediate
rapid/short-acting vs slower/longer-lasting responses,
eg, neurally-released adrenaline and hormonally
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released corticosteroids, respectively, coordinate the
stress response. Physiological requirements for ultrarapid responses may be met by biofields. As research
continues to identify physiological roles of endogenous biofields, a wider lens should be used to examine
whether and how biofields may have intersystem integrative roles in physiological regulation.
Relation of biofield-mediated Physiological changes
to Health and Healing

In regard to human health, biofield research has
taken 2 broad directions aimed at establishing salutary
and detrimental effects of biofields and biofield therapies. Caution is recommended regarding attempts to
draw correlations between biofields and health based
on present data. For example, a recent review of biophoton detection as a potential noninvasive means of
health assessment stresses the need for standardization
of devices and conditions used to monitor this UPE.17
Epidemiological assessments of adverse effects of ambient electromagnetic fields face critiques common to
such long-term correlational studies. Future research
on biofields and health needs to include state-of-thescience physiological endpoints that best reflect clinical
conditions. Such research will benefit from advances in
“calibrating” biofield therapy practitioners and biofield
devices as well as from improved methodology for
designing and implementing appropriate controls.
st the Frontier

Many of the hypotheses gathered for this paper
are, at present, at the leading edge of speculation, but
they are offered with confidence that emerging technologies will eventually be able to either validate or
refute them. As an instructive example, Pienta and
Coffey stated in 1991 that “Cells and intracellular elements are capable of vibrating in a dynamic manner
with complex harmonics, the frequency of which can
now be measured and analyzed in a quantitative manner by Fourier analysis.”115 In the decades since that
statement, other technologies have been developed to
characterize ultrafast activities in the molecular fabric
of the fascia or living matrix and/or ground regulation
systems102,116 and “wetware.”117
As a final thought, new insights into the properties of water118 and applications of quantum field theory119 will undoubtedly contribute to a deeper understanding of the relationships between biofields and
molecular dynamics. Raman and infrared spectroscopic techniques are now enabling rapid and sensitive
chemical characterization of samples based strictly on
the vibrational signatures of the molecules present in a
sampling volume. When applied to biological systems,
the techniques provide highly complex spectra that
document changes taking place in the entire genome,
proteome, and metabolome; real time in-vivo applications are possible. The January 2013 issue of the Journal
of Photonics was devoted to the most recent developments, with commentary on possible future directions.
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